¡Vocabtío!
Vocabmec!
Vocabtío/Vocabmec is designed to help us with our vocabulary for the unit we are currently
studying. Each student is given the vocabulary list in class and the words are defined with
the teacher. For homework due on a specified day, the student must complete a combination
of activities totaling at least 100 points. The options are listed and described below and the
student can make ANY COMBINATION of the activities.
Several things to keep in mind:
The Vocabtío/Vocabmec is worth 25% of the quarter grade.
Vocabtío/Vocabmec helps us learn vocabulary so we can apply it in class.
IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE A GRADE OVER 100%
-110% is the maximum number of points for the Vocabtío/Vocabmec.
-To receive the additional credit, the assignment must be complete according to
directions, error-free, and turned in on time.
Here are the options for Vocabtío/Vocabmec (they are described below)

Activity
Digital Flashcards: Quizlet.com (send by email)
Picture Dictionary IN COLOR
Word Ladder (using ALL words on the vocabulary sheet)
Write words 3 times (by hand…no computer)
Rainbow Write (group vocab in 3+ color categories by similarities w/ key)
Make a Puzzle with key using www.Puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com
Create a Wordle using www.wordle.net
Create a quiz with key using Quizlet.com

Points /100
60
60
20
60
30
60
20
40

points
points
points
points
points
points
points
points

If you have another idea, please see me with a full description for approval.

Flashcards:

Use quizlet.com to create digital flashcards and print out a copy of
the flashcards for credit- no emails will be accepted.
If you want to make paper cards, you will have to come 10th period
to show them to me by the due date to avoid late penalty.
Siéntense
Asseyez-vous

Picture Dictionary:

Sit down

Using the grid provided, a student writes the word in Spanish and
then draws a picture on the other side IN COLOR.
Siéntense
Asseyez-vous

Word Ladder:
Easiest

Most difficult

Copien/Copiez

Copy

Escriban/Écrivez

Write

Miren/Regardez

Look

Escuchen/Écoutez

Listen

Siéntense/Asseyez-vous

Sit down

Student takes a sheet of loose leaf and folds it lengthwise
(like a hot dog). Student ranks the vocabulary based on how much
review he or she needs. Student writes the vocab word that needs
the MOST review at the bottom of the page and English on the
other side of the crease. The student repeats the process for all
the vocabulary words with the word needing the least review at
the top.
To use the ladder, a student starts at the bottom of the list and
identifies the word. If successful, (without looking at the English)
the student moves up the ladder. If a student peeks at the
English on the other side, he/she must start from the bottom and
work back up the ladder until reaching the top.

Write 3x:

A student writes each word (by hand) 3 times.
Pay attention to accent marks and spelling.

Rainbow Write:

A student categorizes the vocabulary by logical commonalities like
part of speech, verb similarity, gender/number
There must be at least THREE categories defined (a key must be
provided) and then the words in each category are written in
different colors to illustrate the commonality. It is possible to
write one vocabulary word in multiple categories.

Make a Criss-Cross:

Using www.Puzzlemaker.DiscoveryEducation.com, make a crisscross puzzle using all the vocabulary. Print out a blank copy for
class and submit a filled copy for credit.

*ONLY CRISS-CROSS PUZZLES WILL BE ACCEPTED*

Wordle:

Create a Wordle using www.Wordle.net
Font must be easy to read.
Print out the wordle or take a screen shot and email it to me.

Vocabulary Quiz:

Create a quiz on Quizlet.com
These will be used for review and not for actual quizzes.
Change the setting on Quizlet to include ALL terms and use various
question formats (multiple choice, fill-in, true/false, etc)
You must include an answer key for credit.

